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Motivated by recent work on classical matrix membranes
we study rotating ellipsoidal membranes in the framework of
the light-cone supermembrane theory. We investigate stabil-
ity properties of these classical solutions which are important
for the quntization of super membranes. We nd instabil-
ity modes for various sectors of multipole deformations which
represent the emission of N = 2l+1 D0-branes from the rotat-
ing ellipsoidal membrane. We exhibit an isomorphism of the
linearized membrane equation with those of the SU(N) ma-
trix model for every value of N . We numerically determine




M theory [1] is considered today as the best candidate
for the unication of the weak and strong coupling sectors
of all known string theories. The most serious attempt
up to now to frame M-theory together with all of its in-
gredients is the Matrix theory [2]. The conjecture of this
theory is that all the freedom of various sectors of the ve
known string theories can be represented by appropriate
operators of the Matrix theory using duality properties.
Up to now all perturbative checks of this idea although
not straight forward have been sucessfull and focus on the
nonperturbative sector leads to the study of classical so-
lutions of Matrix theory in general backrounds. Recent
progress in this direction is the successfull formulation
of Matrix theory in weak gravitational and gauge back-
grounds i.e. dynamics of matrix branes in the backround
of their mutual and external forces [3].
One of the poorly understood elements of M-Theory
is the eleven dimensional classical supermembrane sector.
Progress in this direction is important both for the under-
standing of the strongly coupled string theories as well
as for the quantization of the supermembrane. Recent
interest for the classical solutions of the Matrix theory
representing D0-branes attached to spherical membranes
is explained as a rst step to a formulation of Matrix
theory in weak external gravitational and gauge back-
rounds [4]. Particular solutions of the classical matrix
equations representing rotating ellipsoidal congurations
of N D0 branes attached to a membrane which exhibit
stability properties have been proposed and their semi-
classical spectrum has been studied [5].
In this work we study in detail the stability proper-
ties of rotating spherical membrane which are solutions
of the bosonic part of the supermembrane equations re-
stricted to six spatial dimensions. They are motivated
by the recently found matrix model solutions which rep-
resent N D0-branes pinned on the surface of a rotating
ellipsoidal membrane [6]. We nd that generically the ro-
tating membrane possesses instability modes which can
be represented as the emission of D0-branes. There is an
interesting isomorphism with the full stability analysis
of the Matrix solution which demonstrates that classical
membrane excitations can be analyzed in distinct sectors
of D0-branes and provide approximations for the quan-
tum mechanical study of the spherical membrane.
II. MATRIX MODELS VERSUS
SUPERMEMBRANE
It is a well known fact that the matrix model was one
of the rst ideas to study the bosonic membrane in the
light cone frame in the approximation of nite number
of oscillation modes. The elegant observation of [7] is
that SU(N) Yang-Mills mechanics is a consistent mode
truncation of the membrane excitations in the light cone
frame and moreover in the late eighties when the super-
membrane Lagrangian [8] was written down it became
clear that the dimensional reduction of the ten dimen-
sional N = 1 Susy Yang-Mills theory to d = 1 is the
correct supersymmetric extension of the above trunca-
tion. [7] The light cone innite dimensional area preserv-
ing symmetry of the supermembrane Hamiltonian [7,8]is
truncated by SU(N) Yang-Mills symmetry. This can be
represented as the algebra of the corresponding discrete
and nite Heisenberg group of a discretized membrane
considered as a two dimensional discrete phase space [9].
The large N limit connecting SU(N) Yang-Mills to the
membrane Hamiltonian, i.e. commutators with Poisson
brackets became clear as an analogy of the passage from
quantum to classical mechanics ~ = 2piN ! 0, as N ! 1
[10]. With regard to the study of the quantum theory of
the membranes it is necessary to understand better this
limit both from the point of view of matrix models in
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general but also from the approximation point of view of
the measure for the quantum conguration [11,12].
We now make a quick review of the formalism for the
bosonic sector of the theory relevant to the present work.
After xing the gauge and using reparametrization in-
variance of the Nambu-Gotto Lagrangian we nd that the
eqs of motion for the 9 bosonic coordinates Xi(t, σ1, σ2),
i = 1, 2, ..., 9 in the light cone frame are:
X¨i = fXk, fXk, Xigg (2.1)
where the Poisson bracket of two functions , f and g on
S2 is dened as















In the matrix model the above coordinates are replaced
by N N Hermitian and traceless matrices and the cor-
responding equations of motion and constraint are found
by exchanging Poisson brackets with commutators.
The rst connection between the SU(N) Susy Yang-
Mills truncation of the supermembrane with the recent
nonperturbative studies of string theories was discovered
by Witten [15] representing the Yang-Mills mechanics as
a low energy eective theory of bound states of N D0
branes. The D0 branes carry RR charge. Now it is under-
stood how to couple the SU(N) matrix model with weak
background elds either directly using supergravity ar-
guments or truncating supermemmbrane Lagrangians in
weak background elds [3]. There is an expectation that
taking appropriate limits of N ! 1 for special bound
states of N D0 branes one could recover the supermem-
brane or its magnetic dual, the super-ve brane [13]. On
the other hand the study of classical solutions of super-
membranes or matrix model could provide a nonpertur-
bative information for their dynamics even in the quan-
tum regime. In the next section we turn our attention to
the analysis of the stability properties of specic classical
solutions which are spherical rotating membranes. The
motivation is to discover specic instability modes which
could be used in the quantum regime. Recent work in the
matrix model presented such a time dependent solution
representing a bound system of N D0/D2 branes.
III. SPHERICAL MEMBRANES AS MATRICES
Since we are going to study spherical membranes and
their matrix analogs, we begin by reviewing the salient
features of the Lie algebra sDiff(S2) of area preserving
dieomorphisms of the sphere S2 considered as a two
dimensional dierentiable manifold. We rst introduce
the canonical or Darboux coordinates on the sphere σ1 =
φ , σ2 = cos θ. In these coordinates the Poisson bracket
on the sphere is dened as









where f, g 2 C1(S2). The spherical harmonics Yl,m(θ, φ)
for m = −l, . . . l and l = 0, 1, . . . ,1 give rise to a com-











They satisfy the algebra
[Ll,m, Ll′ ,m′ ] = f
l”m”
lm,l′m′ Ll”m” (3.3)
where the structure constants f l
”m”
lm,l′m′ are dened by ex-
panding the Poisson brackets on the basis Yl,m as follows:
fYl,m , Yl′m′g = f l
”m”
lm,l′m′ Yl”m” (3.4)
These structure constants have been calculated explicitly
by Hoppe in Ref. [7]. In order to get a feeling of the
geometrical meaning of these generators , we note that for
l = 1, m = 0,1, these are the usual angular momentum
generators (up to normalization), Lz, L. Also





[L1,1, Ll,m] = [l(l + 1)−m(m + 1)]1/2Ll,m1 (3.6)
[L1,0, Ll,m] = m Ll,m (3.7)
For general l,m , Ll,m produce multipole deformations
of the spherical membrane. The above two eqs imply
that the innite set of generators Ll,m is reduced to an
innite sum of irreducible sets of operators of denite
angular momentum l,
Ll,−l, Ll,−l+1, . . . , Ll,l, l = 1, 2, . . . (3.8)
with respect to the SU(2) Lie algebra, L1,0, L1,1 of solid
rotations on the sphere. We now describe the approxima-
tion of sDiff(S2) by SU(N). We choose an appropriate
basis of SU(N) describing matrix spherical harmonics
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[7]. The spherical harmonics Yl,m(θ, φ) are harmonic ho-
mogeneous polynomials of degree l in the three euclidean
coordinates x1, x2, x3 of points on S2 where:








xi1 , . . . , xil ,
k = 1, . . . , l k = 1, . . . , l (3.10)
where α(m)i1,...,il is a symmetric and traceless tensor. For




, m = −l, . . . , l [16].
Let J1, J2, J3 be NN hermitian matrices which form
an N-dimensional irreducible representation of the Lie
algebra SU(2),
[Ji, Jj ] = iijkJk (3.11)









Ji1 . . . Jil (3.12)
for l = 1, . . . , N − 1, m = −l, . . . , l can be used to con-
struct a basis of N2 − 1 matrices for the fundamental
representation of SU(N) with corresponding structure
constants f (N):


















exists and coincides with the structure constants as de-
ned before in eq:(3.4). After these preliminaries we
proceed to establish the relation of the innite dimen-
sional algebra eq(3.3) ,sDiff(S2), to the SU(N) algebra
as N ! 1 , by an argument which avoids the explicit
computation of ref [7] for the structure constants f (N)
and f [10]. If we rescale the generators of SU(2) by 1/N
Ji ! Ti = (1/N)Ji (3.15)
they satisfy the algebra
[Ti, Tj ] = (ı/N)ijkTk (3.16)
and the Casimir element




3 ’ 1 + 1/N (3.17)
has a nite limit for N !1. Under the norm
jxj2  Tr(x2), (3.18)
for x 2 SU(2), the generators Ti, i = 1, 2, 3 have denite
limits as N !1 which are three objects x1, x2, x3 which





3 = 1 (3.19)
If we consider two polynomial functions of three com-
muting variables f(x1, x2, x3) and g(x1, x2, x3) the corre-
sponding matrix polynomials f(T1, T2, T3), g(T1, T2, T3)
have commutation relations for large N which follow from
eq(3.16):






This is similar to the passage from quantum mechan-
ics to classical mechanis. This can be generalized to all
semisimple Lie groups. If we parametrize xi by polar co-
ordinates (see eq(3.9)) we see that the right hand side
of the previous equation is nothing else but the Pois-
son brackets. Consider now the basis T (N)l,m of SU(N)
obtained by replacing in (3.12) the matrices Ji by the





[T (N)l,m , T
(N)
l′ ,m′
] = fYl,m, Yl′ ,m′ g (3.21)
If we replace the left hand side with eq (3.13) we ob-
tain eq (3.14). From the above discussion it is obvious
that the membrane equations of motion and constraint
are the semiclassical limit N ! 1 of the corresponding
matrix equations. Going from the membranes to the ma-
trix model is analogous to the correspondence of classical
with quantum mechanics. The various observables of the
classical membrane correspond to N  N matrices but
there are ordering ambiguities.
Below we present an explicit construction of a com-
pletely symmetrized basis of observables in the matrix
model which corresponds to the basis of spherical har-
monics as was pointed out by eq.(3.10). This method
was rst developed by Schwinger [14].
Let α a complex null three dimensional vector i.e.
α2 = α  α = 0 parametrized by two complex numbers
z+, z−
α1 = −z2+ + z2−, α2 = −ı(z2+ + z2−), α3 = 2z+z−
(3.22)
If r as the position vector then (a  r)k is a spherical
















[(j + m)!(j −m)!]1/2 (3.24)
and also Yjm(r) usually designates a spherical harmonic.










in which Y^jm(J) diers from the analogous Yjm(r) only
in that the order of factors is signicant.
These operators have the following properties :
Y^jm(J)y = (−1)mY^j−m(J). (3.26)
If J belongs to the spin j representation they also sat-












trY^jm(J) = δj0 (3.28)
The NN matrices Y^lm are nothing else but the stan-
dard spherical tensor operators of Quantum Mechanics
[17]
IV. STABILITY
The equation of motion for the supermembrane in six
dimensions may be written as
X¨i = fXj , fXj , Xigg (4.1)
where summation is implied in the j indices and fg stands
for the Poisson bracket with respect to the angular coor-





where i, j = 1, 2..6. We now dene Yi  Xi+3 with i =
1, 2, 3. This constraint is preserved by the equations of
motion and therefore if it is initially obeyed (as is the
case in what follows) it will be obeyed at all times. The
equations of motion are
X¨i = fXj , fXj, Xigg+ fYj , fYj , Xigg
Y¨i = fXj , fXj, Yigg+ fYj , fYj , Yigg (4.3)
We now use the ansatz of a rotating spherical membrane
in analogy with the matrix membrane ansatz given by
the authors in [5]:
Xi = ri(t)ei(θ, φ)
Yi = si(t)ei(θ, φ) (4.4)
where the generators ei(θ, φ) are dened as
e1 = sin θ sin φ
e2 = sin θ sin φ (4.5)
e3 = cos θ
satisfy the relations
fei, ejg = −i,j,kek (4.6)
Using now the ansatz (4.4) in the equations of motion
(4.3) we obtain the dierential equations obeyed by the
functions r(t), s(t)
r¨i = −(r2 + s2 − r2i − s2i )ri (4.7)
s¨i = −(r2 + s2 − r2i − s2i )si (4.8)










of (4.7) is of the form
ri = Ri cos(ωit + φi) (4.9)









We observe that all the relations we obtained for the
ansatz 4.4 are identical with those of ref. [5] for the ma-
trix model solution of a bound state of ND0/D2-branes
where the three functions ei(θ, φ) are replaced by N-
dimensional representational matrices Jı(ı = 1, 2, 3) of
SU(2). This unique isomorphism is due to the existence
of an SU(2) subgroup of the innite dimensional area
preserving group of the sphere (sDiff(S2)). It is known
that there is no other nite dimensional subalgebra of
(sDiff(S2). As we shall see the stability analysis of the
spherical membrane solution follows an isomorphic pat-
tern with the matrix model solution . We point out that
in ref [5] the matrix solution was found to be stable under
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a restricted set of the l = 1 pertutbations. In the follow-
ing we extend their analysis for every value of l and we
complete also the case l = 1. The variational equations
that correspond to the splitting in eq. (4.3) between Xi
and Yi are:
δ¨Xi = fδXj , fXj, Xigg+ fXj , fδXj , Xigg
+ fXj , fXj, δXigg+ fδYj , fYj , Xigg
+ fYj , fδYj , Xigg+ fYj , fYj , δXigg (4.12)
The corresponding perturbation for δYis and Yis sat-
isfy equations that are obtained by exchanging δXi $
δYi, Xi $ Yi in eq(4.12). The equations of motion imply
the validity of the constraint at all times
f _Xi, Xig+ f _Yi, Yig = 0 (4.13)
This is obtained by taking the time derivative of eq.(4.13)
and by applying the equations of motion and the Jacobi
identity. By expanding any conguration which is consis-
tent with the constraint around any classical solution we
see that the variation δXi and δYi satisfy the constraint
fδ _Xi, Xig+ f _Xi, δXig+ fδ _Y i, Yig+ f _Yi, δYig = 0
(4.14)
for all times if this happens at t = 0 by using only the
linearized eqs.(4.12). In order to proceed with the study
of these variational equations we observe that:
fei, Ylmg = iL^iYlm (4.15)
where L^i are the angular momentum operators of Quan-
tum Mechanics in spherical coordinates. In the N-dim.






where (Li)mm′ are the matrix representations of SU(2).
In what follows on the basis of the previous argument it








with initial conditions i(0) = 0, ζi(0) = 0 but with
_i(0) 6= 0, _ζi(0) 6= 0. As a result the constraint equation
is satised at t = 0. If we substitute the above ansatz in
the variational equations we obtain eqs(4.22), (4.23)
In order to study the stability of this solution we con-








ζlmi (t)Ylm(θ, φ) (4.18)
We now use the fact that
fei, Ylm(θ, φ)g = iL^iYlm(θ, φ) (4.19)
where L^i is the angular momentum dierential operator.
This implies that
fei, Ylm(θ, φ)g =
∑
m′





where Lı are the angular momenta in the representation
l = (N − 1)/2. A crucial observation is that the sum
involves spherical harmonics of the same l as the spheri-
cal harmonic in the Poisson bracket. This decouples the
various l fluctuation modes and simplies the dierential
equations obeyed by the modes lmi and ζ
lm
i . This fea-
ture is specic to the particular background solution of
the spherical membrane.
It will be shown that the obtained solution is unstable.
In order to show this explicitly it is sucient to nd a
single mode of instability. We consider for simplicity the
case of spherical symmetry R1 = R2 = R3  R and
dene the fluctuation modes
ulmi  lmi + ζlmi
vlmi  lmi − ζlmi (4.21)
After a straightforward calculation using equations (4.9
and (4.18) in (4.1) taking into account (4.21), we nd the
dierential equation obeyed by ui which is a 2l + 1 di-
mensional vector (i = 1, 2, 3) (for simplicity we suppress
the indices l, m from now on)















The linearized constraint is valid if we choose _u = ωv
and _v = ωu at t = 0. Here u = u1 + u2 + u3 and
v = v1 + v2 + v3.
The corresponding equation for vi is identical to (4.22)
with α(t) replaced by α(t + pi2ω ). Thus the u − v will
either both be stable or both unstable. In what follows
we therefore focus on the stability of the u mode. Dene
now the mode which it turns out decouples completely
from the rest:
w  Ljuj (4.24)
The equation obeyed by each component of the 2l +1




+ ω20(l)[1− 0(l) cos τ ]w = 0 (4.25)
with ω20(l)  l(l+1)+216β2 , 0(l) 
p
2 l(l+1)−2l(l+1)+2 and β
2  ω22R2 .
This type of equation is known as the Mathiew equation
and is essentially a harmonic oscillator with time vary-
ing potential. The time variation of the harmonic force
coecient is shown in Fig. 1 for β = 1 and l = 0, 3, 5, 7, 9.







FIG. 1. The time variation of the parametric oscillator
force coecient (eq. 4.25) V  −ω20(l)[1−0(l) cos τ ] is shown
for β = 1 and l = 0, 3, 5, 7, 9 (shorter dashes for larger l).
Our goal is to nd the behavior of the fluctuation
modes w for long timescales. If the mode remains
bounded and oscillating we have stability while if it be-
comes exponentially increasing we have instability.
In order to nd the behavior of the modes w we write





















where fl(τ)  ω20(l)[1−0(l) cos τ ]. The time evolution of
fluctuation modes w can be obtained from a propagator-














which obeys the dierential equation
d
dτ
U(τ) = Pl(τ)U(τ) (4.28)
with initial condition U(0) = I22.Any other initial con-
dition can be accomodated using U. The matrix U(τ =
2pi) is known as the Floquet matrix and its eigenvalues
determine the stability behavior of the fluctuation mode
w for each value of l and β. Clearly, the role of the Flo-
quet matrix as a propagator matrix implies that a neces-
sary and sucient condition for stability is that both of
its eigenvalues have magnitude equal to unity. It is easy
to see from eq. (4.28) that the Floquet matrix U has
Det[U(2pi)] = 1 (since Tr(Pl(τ)) = 0). This implies that
the product of the eigenvalues is unity and therefore we
can have stability only if they both lie on the unit circle
of the complex plane.This implies that
Tr[U(2pi)]  2 (4.29)
which is the condition for stability for this particular
mode. We have scanned the l − β plane to identify the
regions where condition (4.29) is satised (stability re-
gions) and regions where it is not (instability regions). To
test these results we then solved numerically eq. (4.25)
for randomly selected values in the l − β to verify that
for values in the stability sectors the magnitude of w re-
mains bounded while for values in the instability regions
the magnitude of w increases without bound. Our results
are shown in Fig. 2 where we show the l − β plane with
the stability regions indicated as white (condition (4.29)
satised) and the instability regions as black. In the lit-
erature these are identied with the "Arnold tongues"
[18]











FIG. 2. The stability (white) and instability (black) sectors
on the l − β plane
Fig. 3a shows an example of a stable mode evolution
(l = 7, β = 0.5) while Fig. 3b shows an example of an
instability mode evolution (l = 8, β = 0.5). We note
that for a xed value of β increasing l we pass to the
instability regime.
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FIG. 3. Examples of fluctuation modes evolution. The sta-
ble mode (Fig. 3a) corresponds to l = 7, β = 0.5 (isolated
white square in Fig. 2). The unstable mode (Fig. 3b) corre-
sponds to l = 8, β = 0.5 (black square next to white square
of stability).
From Fig. 2 it becomes clear that there are instability
modes for all values of β and therefore we conclude that
the derived membrane solution is unstable1 . There are
also islands of stability for various intervals of β and dis-
crete values of l in the particular mode w. For example
for β = 0.5 the only values of l that do not correspond
to an unstable w mode are l = 1, 2, 3, 7 while for β = 1.0
the corresponding values are l = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 (see Fig.2).
Even though the above analysis demonstrates the in-
stability of the derived solution it focuses on a particu-
lar mode which is studied for all values of the angular
momentum. It is instructive however to perform a com-
plete analysis of fluctuation modes at least for a partic-
ular value of the angular momentum l. In what follows
we study the evolution of all fluctuation modes for the
special case of l = 1.
By choosing a particular representation of the angular
momentum operator (Li)kl = ikil it is straightforward
1We have constructed a visual exam-
ple of the instability evolution of a spherical membrane at
http://leandros.chem.demokritos.gr/membrane/





m − 2δimujj ] (4.30)
We may now decompose the l = 1 fluctuation modes into





the traceless symmetric part dened as






and the antisymmetric part dened as
Ami  umi − uim (4.33)
The dierential equations obeyed by each part is of the
form:
T¨ + 2R2(1 + 2α(t))T = 0





2Ami = 0 (4.34)
The equation for the antisymmetric part corresponds
to an ordinary harmonic oscillator with attractive force
−2R2. We therefore focus on the coupled system of the
trace plus symmetric components. This system may be
written as a coupled system of four rst order dierential
equations which may be written in a 4  4 matrix form
analogous to eq. (4.26). With the denition
q1  Smi , q2  _Smi
q3  T, q4  _T (4.35)
the 4  4 system after a rescaling similar to the one of













0 1 0 0
− R2(2− α(τ)) 0 − 43 R2α(τ) 0
0 0 0 1





















We now proceed as in the case of the w mode and nd
the eigenvalues of the 44 Floquet matrix U44(τ = 2pi).
We have found that all such eigenvalues lie on the unit
circle of the complex plane independently of the value of
R. This is consistent with the results of Fig. 2 which
indicate that the particular mode w is bounded for all
values of β =
p




at l = 1. Here l2s is the
membrane tension.
We conclude our work by stressing the analogy be-
tween the membrane stability analysis presented above
and the corresponding one for the matrix model ND0/D2
spherical solution of ref [5]. As discussed before spher-
ical matrix and membrane solutions are isomorphic [4].
Moreover the linearized problems for the fluctuations pre-
serve the same isomorphism due to the specic spin 1
form of the solution. The matrix solution is a bound
state of N D0 branes attached on a D2 brane whose sta-
bility properties is obtained using our continuous mem-










i Y^lm. Here Y^lm are the SU(2) tensor
spherical harmonics dened in eq(3.25). One can easily
check that the 2l+1 dimensional vectors i(ζi) satisfy the
same eqs.(4.22). Therefore these spherical membranes
and matrix branes enjoy the same dynamics and proba-
bly the same quantum mechanical behaviour.
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